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What correlation eŒects are covered by density functional theory?
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The electron density distribution »…r† generated by a DFT calculation was systematically
studied by comparison with a series of reference densities obtained by wavefunction theory
(WFT) methods that cover typical electron correlation e� ects. As a sensitive indicator for
correlation e� ects the dipole moment of the CO molecule was used. The analysis reveals that
typical LDA and GGA exchange functionals already simulate e� ects that are actually remi-
niscent of pair and three-electron correlation e� ects covered by MP2, MP4, and CCSD(T) in
WFT. Correlation functionals contract the density towards the bond and the valence region
thus taking negative charge out of the van der Waals region. It is shown that these improve-
ments are relevant for the description of van der Waals interactions. Similar to certain corre-
lated single-determinant WFT methods, BLYP and other GGA functionals underestimate
ionic terms needed for a correct description of polar bonds. This is compensated for in hybrid
functionals by mixing in HF exchange. The balanced mixing of local and non-local exchange
and correlation e� ects leads to the correct description of polar bonds as in the B3LYP
description of the CO molecule. The density obtained with B3LYP is closer to CCSD and
CCSD(T) than to MP2 or MP4, which indicates that the B3LYP hybrid functional mimics
those pair and three-electron correlation e� ects, which in WFT are only covered by coupled
cluster methods.

1. Introduction

Density functional theory (DFT) [1± 3] has become
one of the most frequently used tools in quantum
chemistry for the description of atoms, molecules, and
chemical reaction systems. An impressive number of
applications of DFT have proven its usefulness and
reliability [4]. In particular, the favourable cost±
e� ciency ratio of DFT and its wide applicability are
the reasons why wavefunction theory (WFT) based
methods such as Hartree± Fock (HF) theory, Mù ller±
Plesset (MP) perturbation theory [5, 6] at second order
(MP2) including just double (D) excitations, at third
order (MP3) or at fourth order (MP4), including single
(S), D, triple (T) and quadruple (Q) excitations, were
more and more replaced by DFT methods in the last
decade.

There is, however, one aspect of DFT, which has
hampered its acceptance by quantum chemists for a
long time. Contrary to WFT methods, DFT does not
o� er a systematic way of improving the Hamiltonian
and in particular the exchange± correlation (XC) poten-
tial such that a correct description of all many-particle
interactions in a molecule can be approximated in a

stepwise, well de® ned manner. In WFT, this goal is
accomplished by extending the single-particle, single-
determinant description of HF systematically by
introducing higher and higher dynamic electron correla-
tion e� ects, e.g. with the help of MPn [5, 6] or coupled
cluster (CC) theory [7, 8] while in parallel nondynamic
electron correlation is introduced by multi-determinant,
multi-reference (MR) descriptions such as MR-CI or
MR-CC theory [9]. Also, in WFT there is the possibility
of specifying those many-particle correlations intro-
duced by a given WF method. [6] For example, MP2
is known to describe electron pair correlation in a some-
what exaggerated way, MP3 corrections pair correlation
e� ects at MP2 by a coupling between D excitations, and
MP4 introduces orbital relaxation e� ects (via the S
excitations) , three-electron correlation e� ects (via T
excitations) , and disconnected four-electron correlation
e� ects via Q excitations. Higher order correlation e� ects
as they are introduced at ® fth order (MP5) and sixth
order MP theory (MP6) were described by Cremer and
coworkers [10± 12]. Although MP theory is problematic
in its application because of frequent initial oscillations
in the MPn series [13], it provides a platform for
analysing electron correlation e� ects [14, 15] covered
by more advanced methods such as CCSD [16] or
CCSD(T) [17]. For example, the former method
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contains all in® nite order e� ects in the SD space,
which means that for 2 4 n 4 1 all MPn energy
terms built up by just S and D are automatically covered
as well as many (disconnected) higher order contribu-
tions [14]. Similarly, CCSD(T) covers (up to MP8) 77%
of the terms of the SDT space of the more complete
CCSDT method [15]. Hence, the systematic extension
of MP and CC theory provides a ® rm basis for the
understanding of the stepwise improvement of these
methods.

DFT covers an unspeci® ed amount of dynamic elec-
tron correlation e� ects introduced by the XC functional
(see table 1) [18± 29]. If the correlation functional was
constructed from the homogeneous electron gas (HEG)
using quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) methods [22], actu-
ally all possible correlation e� ects should be included.
However, the electron density distribution of atoms and
molecules is inhomogeneous and contains besides local
also non-local correlation. At the DFT level, the latter
e� ects can be accounted for only in an approximate way
and, by this, it is no longer clear which correlation
e� ects are covered by a given correlation functional.

In this connection it has to be noted that DFT
exchange and correlation functionals are designed such
that they together allow for a reasonably correct

description of the exchange and Coulomb correlation
e� ects in an electron system, but not to give an accurate
account of exchange and correlation e� ects separately.
In particular, correlation functionals were developed in
many cases to complement a particular exchange func-
tional. Besides this practical aspect one has to be aware
that the exact exchange and correlation energies of DFT
and WFT are conceptually di� erent. Whereas the exact
HF exchange is calculated from the HF Slater deter-
minant constructed from energy-optimized HF orbitals,
the exact KS exchange energy is based on the Slater
determinant formed from the Kohn± Sham (KS) orbi-
tals. The KS orbitals in turn are determined in such a
way that they reproduce the electron density of the real
electron system, which means that the true KS orbitals
account for all electron correlation e� ects in the mol-
ecule. In this sense, the KS exchange energy calculated
with the help of the KS orbitals is in¯ uenced by the
electron correlation in the system even though it is cal-
culated from the wavefunction of a non-interacting
reference system. As regards the correlation energy, it
is de® ned as the di� erence between the exact energy of
the interacting many-electron system and the energy of a
suitable reference system, which in WFT is given by the
HF description.
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Table 1. Overview over exchange and correlation functionals used in this work.

Name Abbrev. Local Non-local Ref.

A. Exchange functionals
Slater S (exact) Ex from the homogeneous none [18]

electron gas (HEG)
Becke 88 B as Slater correction term with one empirical para- [19]

meter, which by construction (adjustment
to exact HF exchange) corrects the
asymptotical behaviour of "X…r†

Perdew± Wang 91 PW91 as Slater correction term based on the exchange hole [20]
in a weakly inhomogeneous electron gas
and some rigorous relations for Ex

Modi® ed PW (Barone) mPW as Slater based on PW91, readjusting some parameters [21]
to improve the performance in the low-density
limit; adjustment is done with a ® t to noble-
gas dimers

B. Correlation functionals
Vosko± Wilk± Nusair VWN RPA for the HEG (i.e. doubles) none [22]
Vosko± Wilk± Nusair V VWN5 Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) for the none [22]

HEG (i.e. all excitations)
Perdew Local PL QMC for the HEG (i.e. all excitations) none [23]
Perdew 86 P86 QMC for the HEG (i.e. all excitations) C hole for the weakly inhomogeneous [23, 24]

electron gas
Perdew± Wang 91 PW91 QMC for the HEG (i.e. all excitations) C hole for the weakly inhomogeneous [20]

electron gas
Lee± Yang± Parr LYP derived by a ® t to the He atom (i.e. no separation between local and non-local part) [25]



Both WFT and KS-DFT use the energy of a single-
determinant wavefunction as reference. This reference
function is optimized with respect to the total energy
for HF, while in KS theory the reference function is
optimized to provide the best »…r†, which means that
the reference energy is more positive for KS than for
HF; hence the exact KS correlation energy is larger
(by its absolute value) than the exact correlation
energy in WFT. This agrees with the fact that the
approximate correlation functionals in practical DFT
calculations generally lead to higher correlation energies
(in absolute value) than one gets from WFT calculations
for the same system (see below). On the other hand, as
the density is the key quantity in DFT and the KS
reference system has to reproduce the electron density
of the real system, one should expect that the impact of
the DFT correlation functional on the density is lower
than that of electron correlations in WFT. Altogether,
an investigation of the question posed in the title of this
work implies that not just the correlation e� ects of DFT
methods are compared with the results of standard
WFT methods, but also that the di� erence between
HF and DFT exchange is analysed to point out which
correlation e� ects are already simulated by the
particular choice of an X functional.

In previous work, we analysed correlation e� ects with
the help of the electron density distribution »…r† calcu-
lated for a given molecule at a given level of theory and
then compared it with the »…r† obtained at another level
of theory (using the same geometry, basis set, etc. ) thus
leading to the analysis of the di� erence electron density
distributions D »…r† ˆ »…method I† ¡ »…method II† [30,
31]. In this work, we follow the same approach because

a density based theory is best analysed via its »…r† dis-
tribution, which provides a global impression and is
more informative than single values of selected molecu-
lar properties such as energy, geometry, etc.

Also, we do not select a large group of molecules to be
investigated, but constrain the analysis to a single mol-
ecule, the properties of which are highly sensitive to the
electron correlation e� ects covered by a given WFT or
DFT method. Such a molecule is carbon monoxide,
CO…1 å ‡† (1), in its ground state. As shown in scheme
1, the electronic structure of 1 can be described by three
resonance structures, 1a, 1b, and 1c, where a dominance
of 1b and 1c determines the true electronic structure of
1. If, however, a given method arti® cially overestimates
1a or 1c, a long or short CO bond will be predicted.
Hence, 1 represents a sensitive antenna for the electron
correlation e� ects covered by a given method and, there-
fore, it can be used to identify correlation e� ects covered
by DFT.

2. Computationa l details and strategy of analysis

Standard HF, MP [5, 6] and CC theory [7, 8, 16, 17]
with unfrozen core and analytical energy gradients [31]
was employed throughout this work. The response den-
sity distribution and other response properties were cal-
culated together with the geometry as was described
previously. [30] Electron density and di� erence electron
density distributions were calculated at the experimental
geometry of 1 [32] while dissociation energy De, dipole
moment ·, and atomic charges q were determined at
the calculated equilibrium bond length re and then
compared with the corresponding experimental values
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[32± 34]. The natural bond orbital (NBO) analysis was
used to evaluate atomic charges [35].

The DFT functionals employed reach from local den-
sity approximation (LDA) to general gradient approx-
imation (GGA) and hybrid functionals; they are listed
and described in tables 1 and 2 [18± 29]. As for the
hybrid functionals, we use a representation somewhat
di� erent from that in literature since we want to clarify
the amount of HF exchange, local DFT (DFT-local),
and non-local DFT (DFT-nonloc) exchange in the X
functional and the amount of local and non-local
correlation in the C functional (see table 2).

All calculations were carried out with Pople’s 6-
311+ G(3df) basis set, [36], which is of VTZ quality,
contains three sets of ® ve d-type polarization functions,
one set of seven f-type polarization functions, and is
augmented by a set of di� use sp functions. Calculations
were done with the quantum chemical program
packages Cologne99 [37], Gaussians98 [38], and Aces
II [39].

The analysis of electron correlation e� ects was per-
formed in ® ve steps. First, typical e� ects involving two-,
three- or more-electron correlation e� ects were
described with a set of di� erence electron density distri-
butions D»…r† ˆ »…method I† ¡ »…method II†. In a
second step, exchange-only DFT calculations were car-
ried out and the corresponding »…r† compared with the
electron density distributions determined in the ® rst
step. Then, the in¯ uence of the C functional was ana-

lysed by using D »…r† ˆ »…DFT ¡ XC† ¡ »…DFT ¡ X†
di� erences and relating the density patterns observed
to features calculated with WFT methods (step III). In
step IV, we analysed the electron density generated by
hybrid functionals focusing on the question how the
composition of the functional improves the description
of electron interactions. Finally, summing up the e� ects
found for all functionals, a comparison of DFT with
correlation corrected WFT methods was given with
regard to their ability to correctly describe electron cor-
relation.

3. Correlation eŒects covered by MP and CC methods

In table 3, energy, equilibrium bond distance, dipole
moment, NBO charge at C, and dissociation energy of 1

calculated in this work are listed. A selection of
di� erence electron densities D »…r† ˆ »…method I†¡
»…method II† used for the analysis of electron correlation
e� ects is shown in ® gure 1. The results of this analysis
are given in schematic form in table 4.

The electronic structure of 1 is best described with
the help of its molecular dipole moment · which,
contrary to the charge transfer from C to O because
of the higher electronegativity À of O, is directed from
the O to the C atom (chemical notation, see scheme 2)
thus yielding a negative value [34] (· values in table 3
and throughout the text are given according to the
physical convention) . The negative sign of the ·
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Table 2. Composition of the hybrid functionals used in this work according to

EXC ˆ AHFEHF
X ‡ A…ELDA

X ‡ B D EGGA
X †‡ ELDA

C ‡ C D EGGA
C

ˆ AHFEHF
X ‡ Dloc

X ELDA
X ‡ Dnon¡loc

X …ELDA
X ‡ D EGGA

X †‡ Dloc
C ELDA

C ‡ Dnon¡loc
C …ELDA

C ‡ D EGGA
C †

The following sum rules should hold to correctly reproduce the limit of the HEG:

AHF ‡ A ˆ 1

AHF ‡ Dloc
X ‡ Dnon¡loc

X ˆ 1

Dloc
C ‡ Dnon¡loc

C ˆ 1:

Exchange
Correlation

Exchange Correlation HF DFT DFT

Functional Local Non-local Local Non-local AHF A B C Local Non-loc Local Non-loc Ref.

B3P86 S B VWN P86 0.200 0.800 0.900 0.810 20 8 72 19 81 [26]
B3PW91 S B PW91 PW91 0.200 0.800 0.900 0.810 20 8 72 19 81 [26]
B3LYP S B VWN (LYP¡ VWN) 0.200 0.800 0.900 0.810 20 8 72 19 81 [26]
B1LYP S B LYP LYP 0.250 0.750 1.000 1.000 25 0 75 0 100 [27, 28]

mPW1PW91 S mPW PW91 PW91 0.250 0.750 1.000 1.000 25 0 75 0 100 [21]
BH&H S Ð LYP LYP 0.500 0.500 0.000 1.000 50 50 0 0 100 [29]
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Figure 1. Contour line diagram of the di� erence electron density distribution D »…r† ˆ »…methodI† ¡ »…methodII† of CO calcu-
lated with the 6-311+ G(3df ) basis at re…CO† ˆ 1:128 A

¯
. Solid (dashed) contour lines are in regions of positive (negative) di� erence

densities. The positions of the C and the O nucleus are indicated. The contour line levels have to be multiplied by the scaling factor
0.01 and are given in e a¡3

0 . (a) MP2-HF; (b) MP3-MP2; (c) MP4-MP3; (d) MP4(T)-MP4(SDQ); (e) CCSD-MP4; (f ) CCSD-MP3.
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Table 3. Total energies E, dissociation energy De, equilibrium bond length re , dipole moment ·, and atomic charge q of CO
calculated at di� erent levels of theory.a

Energy

Method CO C (3P) O (3P) De re · q…C†
HF 7112.782 78 737.690 73 774.810 96 176.4 1.102 0.147 0.583

MP2 7113.207 93 737.785 15 774.993 81 269.2 1.133 70.265 0.432
MP3 7113.205 19 737.800 84 775.008 71 248.3 1.117 70.086 0.481

MP4(SDQ) 7113.213 99 737.804 23 775.009 82 251.0 1.127 70.115 0.468
MP4(SDTQ) 7113.236 00 737.805 62 775.012 87 262.0 1.140 70.191 0.453

CCSD 7113.211 41 737.805 87 775.010 22 248.1 1.123 70.080 0.494
CCSD(T) 7113.232 89 737.808 29 775.013 86 257.7 1.130 70.115 0.480

S-only 7111.520 42 737.110 43 773.992 21 262.2 1.139 70.244 0.450
B-only 7112.862 67 737.687 09 774.825 71 219.5 1.147 70.160 0.466

PW91-only 7112.834 98 737.670 46 774.805 69 225.0 1.146 70.159 0.466
mPW91-only 7112.860 92 737.683 83 774.823 33 222.0 1.147 70.158 0.466

SVWN 7112.742 24 737.579 27 774.678 19 304.2 1.126 70.223 0.449
SVWN5 7112.467 61 737.467 08 774.523 60 299.3 1.127 70.226 0.449
BVWN 7114.086 16 738.157 04 775.512 86 261.2 1.134 70.141 0.466
BVWN5 7113.811 41 738.044 76 775.358 19 256.3 1.135 70.143 0.466

BPL 7113.805 13 738.040 19 775.351 22 256.9 1.136 70.143 0.466
BP86 7113.356 60 737.845 78 775.083 43 268.2 1.136 70.182 0.460

BPW91 7113.346 74 737.845 40 775.080 64 264.0 1.135 70.189 0.457
BLYP 7113.347 12 737.846 03 775.082 93 262.4 1.136 70.156 0.464

B3P86 7113.595 65 737.953 15 775.224 98 262.0 1.123 70.116 0.484
B3PW91 7113.307 07 737.836 57 775.061 96 256.4 1.124 70.124 0.482
B3LYP 7113.359 63 737.858 52 775.093 23 256.0 1.124 70.096 0.487

mPW1PW91 7113.320 74 737.842 45 775.073 36 254.1 1.122 70.109 0.487
BH&H 7112.628 56 737.556 80 774.655 04 261.5 1.108 70.047 0.513

Expt 259.3 1.128 70.112
a Absolute energies in Eh , dissociation energy in kcal mol¡1, bond lengths in A

¯
, dipole moments in D and charge transfer in e.

Experimental values from [32± 34].

Figure 1. Continued (g) CCSD(T)-CCSD; (h) [CCSD(T)-CCSD]-[MP4-MP4(SDQ)].



value of 1 can be explained by realizing that the
molecular dipole moment comprises the e� ects of both
the charge transfer moment (depending on D À) and the
atomic dipole moments (depending on the polarization
of the density of the atom in the molecule), as is nicely
described by the virial partitioning method of Bader
[40]. Because of the electronegativity di� erence
D À…OÐ C† ˆ À…O†Ð À…C†, the density in the CO bond
region is shifted toward the O nucleus, the lone pair
density at C becomes more contracted, and that at O
more di� use, as is indicated in scheme 2. The atomic
dipole moments, which one can calculate, e.g. with the
virial partitioning method, are oriented opposite to the
charge transfer moment, thus compensating for it and
reducing the magnitude of the molecule dipole moment
· [40, 41]. Calculation of the terms adding to · at a

correlation corrected ab initio level reveals that the
atomic dipole moments determine the direction of ·
leading to the experimental value of 70.112 debye [34]
and an orientation opposite to that of the charge
transfer moment.

The correct description of ·(CO) requires electron
correlation [42± 44], where the calculated dipole
moment together with the atomic charges sensitively
re¯ ects the in¯ uence of the correlation e� ects added at
a given level of theory. The failure of HF [30, 42] is due
to its exaggerating the e� ective electronegativity di� er-
ence between O and C, thus predicting too large a
charge transfer from C to O. The dipole moment is
oriented in the wrong direction, the bond length
becomes too short (strong shielding of the O nucleus,
reduction of nuclear repulsion), and admixture of the
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Table 4. Analysis of di� erence electron density distributions (Compare with ® gure 1).a

Consequences
Correlation e� ects

Method Reference newly introduced Special General Properties

1 HF only exchange correlation q…C† ! q…O† MOs contracted · > 0;
D À larger j·j large, q large

re short, De small
2 MP2 HF (a) left± right pair correlation º…O† ! º…O† MOs expand · < 0, j·j large

(b) angular pair correlation ¼…O† ! º…C† D À smaller q smaller
(c) in± out pair correlation n…X† ! in ‡ out re longer, De larger

3 MP3 MP2 reduction of º…O† ¬ º…C† MOs shrink j·j too small, correct sign
pair correlation ¼…O† ¬ º…C† D À larger q large

n…X† ¬ in ‡ out re smaller
De too small

4 MP4(SDQ) MP3 orbital relaxation º…O† ! º…C† MOs expand j·j correct
¼…O† ! º…C† D À smaller q smaller

disconnected 4e-correlation n…X† ! in ‡ out re almost correct
De still too small

5 MP4 MP4(SDQ) three-electron correlation º…O† ! º…C† MOs expand j·j too large
¼…O† ! º…C† D À smaller q smaller

n…X† ! in ‡ out re larger
De still too small

6 MP4 MP3 sum of 4 and 5
7 CCSD MP3 pair correlation º…O† ! º…C† small e� ects j·j, q, De

corrected ¼…O† ! º…C† comparable with MP3
by in® nite order e� ects n…X† ! in ‡ out or larger
in® nite order S e� ects

8 CCSD MP4(SDQ) see 7 º…O† ¬ º…C† MOs shrink q larger
¼…O† ¬ º…C† D À larger j·j, re , De smaller

n…X† ¬ in ‡ out
9 CCSD(T) CCSD (in® nite order º…O† ! º…O† MOs expand j·j, re , De larger

three-electron ¼…O† ! º…C† D À smaller and almost correct
correlation e� ects) n…X† ¬ in ‡ out q smaller

10 T(CCSD) T(MP4) see 9 º…O† ¬ º…C† MOs shrink see 9
¼…O† ¬ º…C† D À larger

n…X† ¬ in ‡ out
a For explanation of abbreviations, see text.



ionic term 1a in scheme 1 leads to a weakening of the
bond (table 4).

Changes caused by MP2. MP2 introduces electron pair
correlation e� ects (left± right, angular, in± out), which
lead to an expansion of the MOs and a reduction of
the e� ective D À between C and O (table 4). Relative
to the HF electron density distribution three major
changes can be observed (® gure 1(a)). (a) Left± right
correlation causes charge transfer particularly in the p
space from the O to the C atom. (b) Angular correla-
tion supports the ® rst e� ect by shifting negative charge
from the region of the ¼ bond close to the O to the p
region at C. (c) In± out correlation shifts part of the
charge in the outer valence region closer to the nucleus
(inner valence region) in particular at O while another
part is moved into the van der Waals region, by which
the s electron lone pairs at C and O become more
di� use.

The net e� ect is that C receives back some of the
negative charge lost at the HF level of theory thus redu-
cing its positive charge, strongly reducing the charge
transfer moment and reverting the sign of the molecular
dipole moment, which, however, is again exaggerated
with regard to its magnitude. Left± right correlation
dominates correlation corrections at the MP2 level
and, therefore, a characteristic lengthening of the CO
bond length is calculated at this level of theory (table
3). Admixture of the ionic structure 1a is suppressed and
1b and even 1c (scheme 1) get increased weight. Because
of contributions of 1c, the calculated dissociation energy
De becomes too large relative to the experimental value.
As is well known, MP2 exaggerates pair correlation
e� ects, thus overcorrecting all molecular properties

and leading to opposite extremes relative to HF
results.

Changes caused by MP3. MP3 introduces a coupling
between D excitations and, accordingly, reduces the
degree of pair correlation considerably. In this way,
changes in the electron density distribution as well as
in the molecular properties are corrected back into the
direction of the corresponding HF values (see ® gure 1(b)
and 3 in table 4).

Changes caused by MP4. The changes in »…r† found at
the MP4 level (® gure 1(c), 4 ‡ 5 ˆ 6 in table 4) are par-
allel to those found at the MP2 level ( ® gure 1(a)).
Inspection of the e� ects introduced by the T excitations
reveals that the MP4± MP3 di� erence density distribu-
tion is dominated by three-electron correlation e� ects,
which similar as pair correlation e� ects lead to a back-
transfer of negative charge to the C atom. Actually, the
corrections caused by S, D, and Q excitations at MP4
and analysed by D »…MP4…SDQ†† ˆ »…MP4…SDQ††¡
»…MP3† (see 4 in table 4) are also similar to those
observed at MP2 but less strong, so that corrections
due to S, D, and Q excitations at the MP4 level
are between those obtained at the MP2 and the MP3
level.

Changes caused by CCSD. The correlation e� ects cov-
ered at the CCSD level include in® nite order orbital
relaxation and pair correlation e� ects, which means
that an exaggeration of pair correlation is avoided.
The changes caused by using the CCSD approach can
be assessed by comparing either with MP3 or
MP4(SDQ), which all contain a corrected pair correla-
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tion description (see 7, 8 in table 4). The di� erence den-
sity plots show that CCSD transfers more negative
charge back to the C atom than MP3 but less than
MP4(SDQ), which indicates that pair correlation e� ects
are still exaggerated at the MP4(SDQ) level. Further-
more, the data of table 3 indicate that the CCSD
description of 1 is closer to that of MP3 than that of
MP4(SDQ), which is in line with observations made for
large scale calculations of molecular geometries and
other properties [45]. Compared with MP4, CCSD
increases the charge in the º and lone-pair regions at
O since the T e� ects of MP4 are not covered and
higher T e� ects are covered only in the form of discon-
nected T contributions [14, 15].

Changes caused by CCSD(T ). Basically, CCSD(T) leads
to the same changes relative to CCSD as MP4 does
relative to MP4(SDQ) (compare ® gures 1(d) and (g),
see also 9 in table 4). However, there are also some
important di� erences with regard to the T e� ects at
CCSD(T) and MP4. The three-electron correlation
e� ects described by T excitations provide an important
mechanism to avoid electron clustering at the O atom
and to transfer negative charge back to the C atom.
These e� ects can be described as combinations of left±
right, angular, and in± out correlations involving three
electrons. If the T e� ects are introduced independently
of each other as done at the MP4 level, then some new
electron clustering, although less than in the case of pair
correlation at the MP2 level, is generated, which can
only be avoided by TT coupling e� ects [14, 15].
CCSD(T) covers about 77% of the in® nite order e� ects
in the T space, in particular DT and TT coupling e� ects,
which help to avoid an exaggeration of three-electron
correlation as it occurs at the MP4 level [14, 15].
This is con® rmed by the di� erence density
»…T…CCSD…T††† ¡ »…T…MP4†† (see ® gure 1(h)), which
shows that the T e� ects at MP4 exaggerate the charge
transfer back to the C atom and other e� ects accompa-
nied by this. CCSD(T) provides the most accurate
description of the properties of 1, as is con® rmed by
the calculated molecular properties listed in table 3.

In summary, ® gure 1(a± h) and table 4 reveal that the
stepwise addition of higher correlation e� ects in MP or
CC theory leads to an oscillation of molecular properties
and typical features of the electron density distribution,
which has also been observed for many other molecules
and molecular properties [6, 13, 30, 31]. Apart from this,
® gure 1 and table 4 provide a list of typical electron
correlation e� ects, which are used in the following to
analyse electron correlation as covered by various
density functionals.

4. What is covered by DFT exchange functionals?

In ® gure 2, the electron density distribution deter-
mined in exchange-only DFT calculations is compared
with that of HF, MP, and CC calculations where Becke
exchange [19] was used as the appropriate standard
applied today in nearly all routine DFT calculations.
The di� erence electron density distribution
D »…B-HF† ˆ »…B-only† ¡ »…HF† ( ® gure 2a) reveals
changes in the charge distribution of 1 which
qualitatively agree with those obtained for D »…MP2† ˆ
»…MP2† ¡ »…HF† ( ® gure 1(a)), i.e. charge is transferred
from the p space at O and the ¼…CO† region to the p…C†
space; also negative charge is shifted from the s lone
pair regions either towards the nuclei or out into the
van der Waals region.

A direct comparison with »…r† of MP2 (® gure 2(b))
con® rms that the B exchange functional leads to a
similar electron density distribution as MP2, although
the negative charge is more contracted to the nuclei and
out into the van der Waals region thus depleting the
valence region (indicated by the dashed lines). Actually,
the »…r† of the B-only calculation is also close to the
density distributions obtained at MP4 and CCSD(T)
(® gure 2(d, f )) while clearly it di� ers from those calcu-
lated at HF, MP3, and CCSD (® gure 2(a, c, e)). Analysis
of the pro® le plots shown in ® gure 3 actually reveals that
in bond and lone pair regions the B-only density is clo-
sest to the MP4 density distribution, which is also con-
® rmed by the calculated re (1.147 A

¯
), · (70.16 D), and q

(0.453, table 3). Deviations from MP2 or CCSD(T) are
larger than MP4 deviations where one has to consider
that small di� erences integrated over the total bond and
valence region can lead to considerable di� erences in
calculated properties.

The B-only dissociation energy (219.5 kcal mol¡1 ) is
larger than the HF value (176.4 kcal mol¡1, table 3)
but 30± 50 kcal mol¡1 smaller than the values from cor-
relation-corrected WFT methods and 40 kcal mol¡1

smaller than the experimental value (259.3 kcal mol¡1,
[33]). By contrast, the S-only dissociation energy is
262.5 kcal mol¡1 and di� ers only by 3 kcal mol¡1 from
the experimental value. This is in line with the observa-
tion that the exchange hole in LDA resembles the XC
hole and that this resemblance is closer for LDA than
for GGA functionals, which of course does not mean
that X-only LDA is a method with high overall
accuracy: on the contrary, the S-only value for the
dipole moment (70.244 D versus ¡0.112 D experiment-
ally, table 3) indicates that the LDA description is
insu� cient.

The strong increase of the B-only density in the
nuclear region is an artefact characteristic for gradient-
corrected exchange and correlation functionals. The
cusp of the electron density at a nucleus leads to a
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Figure 2. Contour line diagram of the di� erence electron density distribution D »…r† ˆ »…methodI† ¡ »…methodII† of CO calcu-
lated with the 6-311+ G(3df) basis at re…CO† ˆ 1:128 A

¯
. Solid (dashed) contour lines are in regions of positive (negative)

di� erence densities. The positions of the C and the O nucleus are indicated. The contour line levels have to be multiplied by the
scaling factor 0.01 and are given e a¡3

0 . (a) B-only-HF; (b) B-only-MP2; (c) B-only-MP3; (d) B-only-MP4; (e) B-only-CCSD;
( f ) B-only-CCSD(T).



singularity in the gradient of the density, which in turn
results in a singularity in the exchange or correlation
potential. The gradient corrections to the exchange
functionals increase the absolute value of the exchange
energy, and the corresponding contribution to the
exchange potential is therefore attractive [46]. The den-
sity cusps at the nuclei thus lead to an attractive singular
contribution to the exchange potential, which increases
the e� ective nuclear charge and the electronegativity.
The strongest in¯ uence of this extra potential is to be
seen for the core orbitals, which are contracted com-
pared with LDA, leading to an increase in charge den-
sity immediately at the nucleus and a decrease in the
surrounding region. This generates a shell structure in
the X-only density distribution (compare with ® gure 3),
the origin of which is mathematical rather than physical.

Other exchange functionals investigated in this work
(see table 1) lead to similar di� erence density plots to
those shown in ® gures 2 and 3. Therefore, the various
exchange functionals were compared directly to deter-
mine di� erences in the description of DFT exchange
(® gure 4).

Figure 4(a) shows that Slater exchange [18] increases
the density in the bond region, in the van der Waals
region, and also in the inner valence regions of the
two atoms. These observations are in line with the fact
that LDA functionals overestimate the bond density and

by this the bond strength (re ˆ 1:139 A
¯

compared with
1.147 A

¯
, table 3). The PW91 exchange functional is

comparable with the B exchange functional in its e� ect
on »…r† ( ® gure 4(b)) except that it shifts more negative
charge into the inner valence and into the van der Waals
region. The mPW91 exchange functional takes some of
the density from the inner to the outer valence region;
however, changes are very small.

In table 5, which complements ® gure 4, the e� ects of
di� erent exchange functionals are further characterized
by directly comparing them, i.e. using the ® rst X-only
density distribution as a reference and determining those
molecular regions in which the density is increased by
the second X-only functional. For this purpose, the mol-
ecular region is schematically dissected into core, inner
valence, outer valence, bond, and van der Waals region
where the bond region, of course, is largely identical to
parts of the outer valence regions located between the
atoms. In table 6, calculated X energies are listed, which
reveal that HF exchange is absolutely seen larger than S
exchange, but slightly smaller than GGA exchange (B,
PW91, mPW91) in the case of 1, where this observation
is generally valid.

In summary, the inclusion of correlation e� ects at
MP2, MP4 or even CCSD(T) qualitatively leads to the
same density changes as the replacement of HF
exchange by DFT exchange, no matter whether this is
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Figure 3. Pro® le plot of the di� erence electron density distribution D »…r† ˆ »…methodI† ¡ »…methodII† of CO calculated with the
6-311+ G(3df) basis at re…CO† ˆ 1:128 A

¯
and taken along the CO axis. The positions of the C and the O nucleus are indicated.

(a) B-only-MP2; (b) B-only-MP4; (c) B-only-CCSD(T).
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Figure 4. Contour line diagram of the di� erence electron density distribution D »…r† ˆ »…methodI† ¡ »…methodII† of CO calcu-
lated with the 6-311+ G(3df) basis at re…CO† ˆ 1:128 A

¯
. Solid (dashed) contour lines are in regions of positive (negative)

di� erence densities. The positions of the C and the O nucleus are indicated. The contour line levels have to be mutliplied by the
scaling factor 0.01 and are given in e a¡3

0 . (a) S± B exchange; (b) PW91± B exchange.

Table 5. Analysis of electron density distributions as obtained with di� erent exchange and correlation functionals.a

Changes in electron density

Method Reference Core Inner Outer Bond vdW Changes in properties

Exchange functionals
E1 S B s l s l l stronger bond, shorter re

repulsive vdW interactions
E2 S PW91 s similar to E1 similar to E1
E3 S mPW91 s similar to E1 similar to E1
E4 PW91 B s l s s l more shielding of nuclei

somewhat stronger bond
E5 mPW91 PW91 l (s) (l) (s) Ð very small di� erences, shift to outer valence sphere

decrease of bond strength

Correlation functionals
S1 BLYP B s l l l s strong increase in bond

strength; less vdW repulsion
S2 BVWN5 B l similar to S1 similar to S1
S3 BPL B l similar to S1 similar to S1
S4 BP86 B l s l l s very strong bond
S5 BPW91 B s similar to S4 similar to S4
S6 BLYP BVWN5 0 s/l s/l s l weaker bonding

more vdW repulsion
S7 BP86 BPL s s s s l S7± S9: reduction of density
S8 BP86 BVWN5 s s s s 0 in core and valence region
S9 BPW91 BVWN5 ss s s 0
S10 BVWN5 BVWN s s s s l very small di� erences

a The following notation is used: s (smaller), (s) (very small s), ss (much smaller), l (larger), (l) (very small l), 0 (negligible
di� erence), s/l (smaller at O, larger at C) ; vdW (van der Waals).



done at the LDA or GGA level. It would be misleading
to interpret these similarities in the way that DFT
exchange already covers Coulomb electron correlation
e� ects as one might assume because the exchange energy
is absolutely seen larger for GGA functionals than for
HF. However, HF and DFT theory set two di� erent
reference points with regard to exchange and, therefore,
HF and KS exchange are not directly comparable. On
the other hand, it seems to be a fact that, even though
the DFT exchange functional does not include any
Coulomb correlation e� ects by construction, it simu-
lates orbital relaxation, pair correlation, and even three-
electron correlation e� ects with respect to the electron
density in calculations for ® nite systems.

The LDA description of the exchange hole assumes a
model exchange hole that is spherically symmetric at
every point of the molecule, independent of the actual
chemical environment of this point. This unspeci® ed
form of the model exchange hole mimics dynamic pair
correlation e� ects in the molecule, as Becke discussed
for the H2 molecule [26] and, therefore, it is qualitatively
more similar to the exact exchange and correlation hole
than to the HF exchange hole. Adding gradient correc-
tions to the Slater exchange functional corrects the form
of the model exchange hole slightly towards the form of
the exact exchange hole but does not lead to qualitative
changes. Thus, DFT exchange favours density enhance-

ment and depletion in di� erent regions of the molecule
in a similar way to that in which exchange and pair
correlation together do in WFT, which explains the
similarities between X-only DFT densities on the one
hand and the MP2, MP4 or CCSD(T) density on the
other hand. However, the pro® le plots of ® gure 3 along
the bond axis show clearly that beyond this qualitative
similarities in the bond and valence region X-only and
WFT descriptions di� er strongly in the nuclear regions,
re¯ ecting the di� erent starting points of DFT and WFT
methods.

5. The eŒects covered by correlation functionals
The addition of pair, three-, and higher-order-electron

correlation e� ects at the MPn level leads in general to an
extension of the orbitals, to a more di� use charge
distribution, and to typical changes in molecular proper-
ties, as for example a lengthening of the bond [6]. The
introduction of coupling between electron correlation
e� ects always reduces these trends. This is the reason
why (because of the presence of in® nite order e� ects) a
perfectly coupled many-body method such as CCSD
leads to less extended orbitals, a less di� use charge dis-
tribution, and to somewhat shorter bond lengths than
either MP2 or MP4(SDQ). In general, one can say that
the inclusion of higher-order correlation e� ects (where
higher order implies both increase in the number of
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Table 6. Exchange and correlation energies of CO obtained with di� erent functionals at the experimental geometry.a

Exchange Correlation Correlation

Method Energy Method Energy Method Energy

HF 713.328 96 VWN 71.225 34 MP2 70.426 79
S 711.963 03 VWN5 70.950 33 MP3 70.423 79
B 713.381 70 PL 70.943 97 MP4(SDQ) 70.432 91

PW91 713.349 78 P86 70.495 25 MP4(SDTQ) 70.454 61
mPW 713.378 39 PW91 70.485 72 CCSD 70.430 28

LYP 70.485 32 D T 70.018 42
CCSD(T) 70.448 70

B3LYP 713.269 98 B3LYP 70.625 66
B3PW91 713.272 14 B3PW91 70.573 63
B3P86 713.273 09 B3P86 70.862 15

mPW1PW91 713.375 72
BH&H 712.645 81

Total electron interaction energy
MP2 713.755 75 MP4(SDQ) 713.761 86 CCSD 713.759 23
MP3 713.752 75 MP4(SDTQ) 713.783 56 CCSD(T) 713.777 65

SVWN 713.225 14 BLYP 713.883 59 B3PW91 713.845 77
SVWN5 712.946 84 PW91PW91 713.854 20 B3P86 714.135 24

BP86 713.891 94 mPWPW91 713.883 20 mPW1PW91 713.862 18
BPW91 713.886 92 B3LYP 713.895 64 BH&H 713.130 56

a All energies are given in Eh . Exchange energies were obtained with X-only calculations; correlation energies with the B exchange
functional.



correlating electrons and increase in the number of
coupling e� ects) often reduce those e� ects obtained
with lower order correlation e� ects.

At the LDA level, electron correlation is described by
an attractive local potential that becomes stronger the
higher the density is. The incorporation of an LDA
correlation functional will therefore transfer electronic
charge from regions with low electron density into
regions with high electron density, i.e. the charge density
will be enhanced in the core and bonding regions and
depleted in the outer valence and van der Waals regions.
As the correlation potential depends on the local density
only, this charge transfer will be less speci® c than the
charge transfer due to the explicit inclusion of electron
correlation in WFT.

Contrary to the case of exchange correlation, the
neglect of density variations in LDA leads to an exag-
geration of correlation e� ects. The inclusion of gradient

corrections corrects this exaggeration and makes the
correlation potential less attractive, in particular in
regions with a high density gradient. At the nuclei, the
GGA contribution to the correlation potential becomes
singular for the same reasons as the GGA contribution
to the exchange potential. The singularity for the corre-
lation potential is repulsive and partly compensates for
the attractive singularity of the exchange potential. The
main impact of the gradient corrections on the correla-
tion potential is thus that charge is transferred back
from the core and bond regions into the outer valence
regions of the molecule, which slightly reduces the
e� ects of the LDA correlation potential.

The in¯ uence of the correlation potential on the
charge distribution is thus similar to the in¯ uence
higher-order correlation e� ects have in WFT. For ex-
ample, charge is transferred from the outer valence and
in particular van der Waals region into the core and
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Figure 5. Contour line diagram of the electron density distribution »…r† of CO calculated for various correlation functionals with
the 6-311+ G(3df) basis at re…CO† ˆ 1:128 A

¯
. Solid (dashed) contour lines are in regions of positive (negative) di� erence

densities. The positions of the C and the O nucleus are indicated. The contour line levels have to be multiplied by the scaling
factor 0.01 and are given in e a¡3

0 . (a) LYP functional ; (b) VWN5 functional; (c) P86 functional; (d) PW91 functional.



valence region. This can be seen, e.g. for the LYP func-
tional ( ® gure 5(a)), which leads to a contraction of the
density thus increasing »…r† in the valence and core
region, but decreasing it in the outer valence and in par-
ticular in the van der Waals region. Consequently, the
bond length of 1 is shortened from 1.147 A

¯
(HF) to

1.136 A
¯

(BLYP, table 3) and the bond strength is
increased, actually overshooting the experimental De

value slightly (262.4 kcal mol¡1 versus 259.3 kcal
mol¡1, table 3).

It is interesting to note that the VWN5 correlation
functional of LDA theory leads to a D »…VWN5† ˆ
»…BVWN5† ¡ »…B-only† (® gure 5(b)) distribution that
resembles the corresponding LYP distribution (® gure
5(a)) the only signi® cant di� erence being a somewhat
larger amount of density shifted into the bond region
which leads to a slightly shorter bond length (1.135 AÊ ,
table 3). We used the VWN5 functional as reference
considering that this is based on the more accurate
QMC investigation of the HEG (table 1) and covers
all higher-order correlation e� ects of the latter. How-
ever, di� erences in »…VWN5† with regard to »…VWN†
are tiny, in particular in the core region, because the two
functionals, even though derived with di� erent methods,
have similar properties for high densities. VWN5 moves
some minor amount of density from the bonding and
valence region out into the van der Waals region which,
according to the observations made in WFT, re¯ ects the
fact that higher-order correlation e� ects are covered by
the QMC derivation of VWN5 [22]. Also, the PL func-
tional shows hardly any di� erence with regard to the
VWN5 functional because these two functionals are
just di� erent parametrizations of the QMC data (see
table 1).

The P86 [23, 24] and PW91 [20] correlation func-
tionals are constructed in a way di� ering from both
that of the VWN, [22] PL [23] or LYP functional [25]
and, accordingly, the D »…r† pattern of the former
functionals somewhat deviates from those of the latter
functionals (® gure 5(c, d)) although density is again
shifted from the van der Waals region into the valence
region and in a limited way also to the bonding region.
There are, however, large depletion areas surrounding
the atoms in the inner valence region where the e� ects of
these changes are counteracting the increase in density
caused by the X functional ( ® gure 3) and avoiding too
much electron clustering in these regions. Basically,
BLYP [19, 25], BP86 [19, 23, 24], and BPW91 [19, 20]
results are similar for 1, which suggests that the major
e� ect is caused by the contraction of the more di� use
electron density distribution obtained at the exchange-
only DFT level (as for additional comparisons of corre-
lation functionals, see table 5).

Clearly, the correlation functionals correct de® cien-
cies of the X functionals, where corrections are of
course much smaller than the actual changes caused
by the latter. This simply re¯ ects the fact that exchange
correlation is much larger than Coulomb correlation
(the X energy represents 96.5% of the total XC correla-
tion energy in the case of BLYP; compare with table 6)
and that the X hole is just somewhat corrected by the
much smaller correlation hole. Nevertheless, these cor-
rections have important e� ects which remind us of the
higher-order dynamic electron correlation e� ects of
WFT. For example, the C functional removes density
out of the van der Waals region, thus decreasing
exchange (overlap) repulsion between closed-shell mol-
ecules and giving dispersion e� ects a better change to
stabilize a potential van der Waals complex. Compar-
ison with the MP2, MP4 or CCSD(T) densities both for
B-only (® gure 3) and BLYP calculations shows that this
removal of charge is still not su� cient, and probably
this is responsible for the fact that GGA functionals
perform poorly when applied to van der Waals
complexes [47].

The correlation energies listed in table 6 reveal that
GGA reduces their absolute magnitude by 50% so that
they become comparable with WFT correlation
energies. Nevertheless, the LYP Coulomb correlation
energy is still 8% larger for 1 than the CCSD(T) correla-
tion energy, while the total electron interaction energies
for BLYP and CCSD(T) di� er by 89 mEh, the DFT
value being 0.6% larger.

Relative to LDA, GGA corrected functionals such as
BLYP [19, 25] perform reasonably, although they do not
reach CCSD(T) quality [4]. In section 6 we analyse how
hybrid functionals can further improve DFT data.

6. Changes in correlation caused by hybrid functionals

In general, correlation e� ects decrease electronega-
tivity di� erences D À between unlike atoms and, by
this, the polarity of bonds formed by these atoms. One
can explain this by considering the fact that Coulomb
electron correlation always leads to an expansion of the
molecular orbitals and to a more di� use charge distribu-
tion, i.e. negative charge is not contracted so strongly
towards the nuclei, indicative of a lower e� ective elec-
tronegativity. In WFT, an underestimation of the e� ec-
tive D À parallel to a strong suppression of the ionic
terms of HF theory can lead to serious problems when
describing molecules composed of strongly electronega-
tive atoms, as was recently demonstrated for FOOF [48].

Similar problems occur at the DFT level, where the X
functional already mimics typical Coulomb electron cor-
relation e� ects. Clearly, there is a need to reintroduce
ionic e� ects and to increase the e� ective D À. In the case
of 1, this means that some charge has to be back-
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transferred from the C to the O atom to reduce the
dominating e� ect of the atomic dipole moments, to
pack more density around the O nucleus, to shorten
the bond by this, and to correct the exaggeration of
the dissociation energy typical of LDA descriptions
but still disturbing for GGA functionals.

In ® gure 6 various hybrid functionals are compared
with their corresponding GGA counterparts, where in
the following we focus ® rst on B3LYP [26]. As expected,
the major e� ect of mixing in 20% HF exchange is the
redistribution of charge from the º…C† to the º…O† space
due to the increased D À di� erence. But there is also a

depletion of charge in the van der Waals region and a
building up of more density in the bonding and the outer
valence rather than the inner valence region of the
atoms. Clearly, the latter e� ects have to do with the
admixture of 8% local exchange and 19% local correla-
tion (see table 2).

The consequences for 1 and its properties are obvious
(B3LYP: re ˆ 1:124 A

¯
, · ˆ ¡0:096 D, De ˆ 256:0 kcal

mol¡1, table 3) where calculated data reached almost
CCSD(T) quality. The various hybrid functionals all
generate similar changes in »…r† and the other properties
of 1 (see ® gure 6(a, b)), where the charge transfer to the
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Figure 6. Contour line diagram of the di� erence electron density distribution D »…r† ˆ »…methodI† ¡ »…methodII† of CO calcu-
lated with the 6-311+ G(3df) basis at re…CO† ˆ 1:128 A

¯
. Solid (dashed) contour lines are in regions of positive (negative)

di� erence densities. The positions of the C and the O nucleus are indicated. The contour line levels have to be multiplied by the
scaling factor 0.01 and are given in e a¡3

0 . (a) B3LYP ¡BLYP; (b) B3PW91 ¡ BPW91 ; (c) B3LYP ¡B3PW91 ;
(d) BH+ HLYP ¡ B3LYP.



O atom of course becomes stronger the more HF
exchange is mixed in (BH&H, ® gure 6(d)) [29]. B3LYP
increases relative to B3PW91 the density in the bond
region and the inner valence region, which should lead
to a stronger bond but which is not re¯ ected in the
calculated properties of 1 (table 3).

It is interesting to compare »…r† obtained with B3LYP
directly with the WFT reference densities as in ® gure 7.
Although B exchange leads to a density close to the
corresponding MP4 density, this is no longer true for
the B3LYP density because of the admixture of HF
exchange and local X/C functionals ( ® gure 7(b)). There

is also a considerable di� erence between the B3LYP and
MP2 densities ( ® gure 7(a)) while there is now a closer
similarity to CCSD and even the CCSD(T) density dis-
tribution of 1 ( ® gure 7(c, d)). This is also re¯ ected by the
calculated properties of 1 (table 3), where the B3LYP
values are bracketed by the CCSD and CCSD(T) values.
The De(B3LYP) value (256.0 kcal mol¡1, table 3) is
closer to the CCSD(T) rather than the CCSD value;
however, for bond length, atomic charges, and dipole
moment the situation is reversed. Clearly, the hybrid
functionals provide the best description of 1, reaching
almost the quality of the CCSD(T) description.
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Figure 7. Contour line diagram of the di� erence electron density distribution D »…r† ˆ »…methodI† ¡ »…methodII† of CO calcu-
lated with the 6-311+ G(3df ) basis at re…CO† ˆ 1:128 A

¯
. Solid (dashed contour lines are in regions of positive (negative)

di� erence densities. The positions of the C and the O nucleus are indicated. The contour line levels have to be mutliplied by
the scaling factor 0.01 and are given in e a¡3

0 . (a) B3LYP ¡ MP2; (b) B3LYP ¡ MP4; (c) B3LYP ¡ CCSD; (d)
B3LYP ¡ CCSD(T).



7. Conclusion

A number of conclusions can be drawn from the
present investigation.

(1) All X functionals investigated in this work already
contain e� ects that are actually reminiscent of pair and
three-electron correlation e� ects introduced by MP2
and MP4 in WFT. Indeed, the best agreement between
B-only and WFT calculations is found at MP4, while
MP2 and CCSD(T) show similarities also.

(2) The major di� erence between the B-only and a
WFT density is found in the core and inner valence
region where B-only largely exagerates the value of the
electron density. This can be traced back to a singularity
of GGA functionals at the nucleus, which leads to a
strong attraction of electron density towards the nucleus
and an arti® cial shell structure in the density close to the
nucleus. This is the major reason why GGA-exchange
leads to poor molecular properties for 1.

(3) Local exchange leads to a higher density in the
bond region relative to the density obtained with B
exchange. Therefore, the bond strength is exaggerated
by local exchange.

(4) All correlation functionals contract the density
towards the bond and valence region, thus taking nega-
tive charge out of the van der Waals region and
improving the description of van der Waals interactions.
This is typical of the coupling e� ects contained in higher
order MPn and CC methods, i.e. correlation functionals
contain by their construction correlation e� ects not (or
only partially) present in MP2, MP3 or MP4.

(5) Correlation functionals also reduce an accumula-
tion of density in the inner valence region and correct in
this way the typical de® ciency of the GGA exchange
functionals.

(6) Similar to correlation corrected WFT methods,
BLYP and other GGA functionals underestimate ionic
terms needed for a correct description of polar bonds.
This is compensated for in hybrid functionals by mixing
in 20 to 25% HF exchange. The balanced mixing
(achieved by ® tting DFT results to empirical data) of
local and non-local X and C e� ects leads to a strength-
ening of polar bonds, so that B3LYP gives the best
account of all DFT methods with regard to the
molecular properties of 1.

(7) DFT with the BLYP or B3LYP functional covers
pair correlation e� ects beyond those present at MP2 or
MP4. A comparison of B3LYP with WFT methods
reveals that the density of B3LYP is similar to that of
CCSD and CCSD(T). The special composition of the
hybrid functional B3LYP guarantees that both higher-
order pair± pair coupling e� ects (contained in CCSD)
and a fairly large portion of three-electron correlation
e� ects (contained in CCSD(T)) are mimicked. In this
way calculated molecular properties are more accurate

than CCSD results, and reach in some cases the accu-
racy of CCSD(T) calculations [4].

(8) In view of the results obtained in this work it seems
no longer justi® ed to compare DFT methods such as
B3LYP with MP2, as often is done in the literature.
Clearly, DFT results cover correlation e� ects only
covered by CC methods, and by this they should be
compared with CCSD and CCSD(T).

(9) In view of the fact that the calculation of the
properties of 1 and their sensitive dependence on a
proper account of electron correlation requires a high
accuracy method, results obtained in this work provide
a basis for assessing the accuracy of DFT calculations
for a given chemical problem.
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